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determining offsets. In
the earth surveying art,
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multiple sections of

links joined together to
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measured distance
from a point of

departure to a point of
arrival. The links may
be of various lengths
and diameters, such
that sections of the

string are not simply
joined end-to-end.
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are maintained in
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depending on the
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desired magnitude.
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movement of a vehicle,
such as a truss-
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tensioned by a tractor.
The tractor is guided to

a desired point and
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survey instruments,
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consist of links that are
coupled end-to-end. A
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constructed from a
metal pin that has a
square cross section

and a diameter of
about 3.4 mm, and a
locking screw that is
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used to couple the pins
together. Guides

consist of a parallel
series of holes aligned
with the pin. The pins

are typically driven to a
desired position on a
suitable e79caf774b
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